The first experimental evidence for the existence of image-potential states in carbon nanotubes is presented. The observed features constitute a new class of surface image states due to their quantized centrifugal motion. Measurements of binding energies and the temporal evolution of image state electrons were performed using femtosecond time-resolved photoemission. The associated lifetimes are found to be significantly longer than those of n 1 image state on graphite, indicating a substantial difference in electron decay dynamics between tubular and planar graphene sheets.
Quantized states are known to form in front of surfaces due to the polarizing image-interaction of an external electron. For years, the investigation of these states above metal surfaces has served as a powerful tool for probing a variety of physical and chemical phenomena on the nanometer scale [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The unique properties of image states are determined by the extreme sensitivity of ''image'' electrons to any changes in the dielectric susceptibility at the surface. Therefore, through measurements of their binding energies and lifetimes it is possible to elucidate many complex processes that ultimately promote our knowledge of surface structure, optical properties at interfaces [7] , electronic structure at heterojunctions [8] , layer growth morphology [9] , and surface reactivity [10] .
Following their first observation [11] , the experimental exploration of image-potential states was limited, almost exclusively, to metal surfaces [1, 3, 4] . However, the whole arsenal of spectroscopic tools for probing metallic image states can be applied to systems, which are at the core of nanomaterial and nanodevice research. Indeed, the observation of image states in a variety of nanoscopic settings including molecular nanowires [12] , metal nanoclusters [13] , and even liquid He [14, 15] has become possible. In this context, the study of image-potential states in carbon nanotubes is of unique interest. The cylindrical geometry of the nanotube induces a special rotational degree of freedom, which gives rise to a centrifugal force that counters the electron's association with the bulk. For a strong centrifugal repulsion associated with high values of electron angular momenta, single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) were predicted to support the tubular image states that form in the potential well between the repulsive barrier and the long-range image-interaction [16] . On the other hand, our recent study [17] has suggested that in addition to tubular image states, both single and multiwalled carbon nanotubes can support low-and zero-angular momentum image states with weak transverse penetrations into the bulk (see Fig. 1 ). We argued that in sharp contrast to image states above metal surfaces, where the conduction band-embedded delocalization of a state is also possible, the image-potential state of a nanotube can always be localized, and hence experimentally accessible, due to the electron's reflection from the transverse potential wall inside the carbon cage. This universal availability of nanotube image states for localized excitations and their augmented sensitivity to the surface structure make them strong candidates for surface spectroscopic and STM [18] studies.
Here, we report the first experimental evidence of image-potential states in carbon nanotubes. The observed features constitute a new class of surface image states owing to their quantized centrifugal motion. Measurements of binding energies and the temporal evolution of image state electrons were performed using femtosecond time-resolved photoemission. The associated image electron lifetimes are found to be significantly longer than those of n 1 image state on graphite [19] , indicating a substantial difference in electron decay dynamics between tubular and planar graphene sheets.
The appearance of individual nanotubes within a sample plays a key role in the formation of image-potential states. Because of the fact that image electrons are spatially extended from the tube's surface at distances of up to a few nanometers [16] , the nanotubes need to be isolated from any source of interaction, such as the substrate or other SWNTs. Synthesis of the adequate size SWNT sample with the latter characteristics is complicated by the tendency of SWNTs to form bundles (ropes) [20] . Thus, as a viable alternative, samples of individual multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT), are used in the present study [21] . The diameter distribution of high-purity (>95%) MWNTs was within 10 -20 nm, as confirmed by STM measurements. The samples used in the photoemission study consisted of 0.4-mm-thick freestanding MWNT ''buckypaper,'' which was attached to a Ta substrate and outgassed thoroughly in multiple heating and annealing cycles with a peak temperature of 700 K.
Energetics of the two-photon photoemission is presented in Fig. 2(a) . Initially, the UV pump-photon with an energy of 4.71 eV photoexcites an electron out of an occupied state below the Fermi level, E F , into an imagepotential state. A second fundamental frequency photon with an energy of 1.57 eV promotes the image electron to an energy above the vacuum level, E vac , and its resulting kinetic energy is measured.
The experimental setup consisted of a Ti:sapphire laser system generating 35 femtosecond pulses at 2 kHz. Frequency-tripled UV photons were produced through nonlinear effects during the photoionization of N 2 molecules. The fluence of the resulting 100 fs UV pump-pulse used for promoting an electron population into unoccupied image states was estimated to be 40 J=cm 2 . Binding energies and temporal dynamics of photoexcited electrons were subsequently probed with a delayed IR probe-pulse having a fluence of 30 J=cm 2 . The singlephoton ionization regime, critical for the correct interpretation of the photoelectron energy distribution, was established by requiring that the photoemission signal is independent of the polarization of the IR probe-beam. In order to increase the count rate to pulse fluence ratio, the laser spot size on the sample for both UV and IR beams was maintained relatively large (400 m). Following the photoionization by IR pulses, electrons drifted into the magnetically and electrically shielded 30-cm long spectrometer tube and were detected with a strip-andwedge position sensitive detector. The overall energy resolution of the system in the case of 1 eV electrons was 20 meV.
In the present study, the energy of the UV photon exceeded the sample work function of 4:24 0:10 eV by 0.47 eV, resulting in a pump-only photoemission of low-energy electrons. In order to isolate the photoemission originating from image-potential states, we recorded the change in the photoelectron signal induced by the IR probe-pulse. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) showing the two photoelectron spectra, resulting from ''pump-only'' and ''pump and probe'' photoemission. The corresponding ''excitation'' difference is shown in Fig. 2(b) . For a negative pump-probe delay, the IR pulse is incident first, promoting the electron population from below the Fermi level into the conduction band. The resulting perturbation, consisting of e-h pairs, is then probed with a UV pulse, giving rise to a characteristic feature [22] in the photoelectron spectrum (the bipolar peak in 2(b)]. This signal fades for a positive pump-probe delay of approximately 150 fs (the convoluted duration of UV and IR pulses), since the amount of UV photons, following the IR pulse and, thus, probing excited carriers at the Fermi level is now negligibly small. For delays exceeding 200 fs, most of the photoelectrons are created with a single IR probe-photon. The corresponding window of accessible electronic states for this configuration is located within 1.57 eV below the vacuum level [see Fig. 3(a) ], which is degenerate with the expected positions of image-potential states as well as the continuum of states at the top of the conduction band. The excited electron population in the latter has a characteristic lifetime of just a few femtoseconds [23] . Meanwhile, the photoelectron signal is still observed for pump-probe delays of up to 0.5 ps (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore, the observed photoemission, shown in Fig. 2(b) , is attributed to the photoionization of image-potential states in MWNTs.
In order to link the experimental data with theoretical expectations, we have developed a comprehensive model 
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describing an image-potential state of a MWNT. First, owing to the cylindrical symmetry of the system, the image electron motion along the nanotube's axis can be separated as:
where l is the angular momentum of an electron. The resulting one-dimensional Schrö dinger equation is solved to obtain the binding energies, E n;l , and the wave functions, n;l , for the electron motion in the transverse direction, . Effective interactions of an image electron with the surface of a nanotube are modeled by introducing a cylindrical jelliumlike potential barrier [17, 24] , parameterized to ensure the correct transition into the long-range image-potential [16, 25] at the tube-vacuum interface. Figure 3(d) shows the total effective potential calculated for a 19-walled carbon nanotube with the outer diameter of 14.2 nm and the intertube separation of 0.34 nm. The associated wave functions for n 1; 2; 3 (l 1) image-potential states are displayed in Fig. 3(c) .
For the classification of states, we adopt a scheme, which is similar to that of image states in metals, such that the most deeply bound state, localized on the vacuum side, is labeled as n 1. The difference in the localization character between image-potential states and electronic states forming below the surface of the nanotube is seen in Fig. 3(c) , where the highest bound bulk state is plotted. The corresponding binding energies of low-angular momentum (l 4) states, calculated for a 14.2-nm-diameter MWNT, are shown in Fig. 3(b) . For large-diameter nanotubes, the centrifugal repulsion of image electrons becomes less significant. Thus, binding energies of image-potential states in MWNTs are not expected to exhibit a strong dependence on the angular momentum [see Fig. 3(b) ]. In addition, formation of the tubular image states [16] on the vacuum side of the centrifugal barrier will be suppressed. This claim is supported by the absence of any pronounced features in the vicinity of the vacuum level in the observed photoelectron signal, shown in Fig. 3(a) . The experimental range of binding energies, on the other hand, is in excellent agreement with model predictions. Through comparison with the theoretical spectrum in Fig. 3(b) , a cluster of image-potential states with n 1 can be distinguished in the observed photoemission. Similarly, the low-energy side of the experimental spectrum, ÿ0:3 eV < E < 0, can be attributed to image electrons with the higher values of principal quantum number n 2; 3; . . . .
The long-range character of the nanotube imagepotential can be asymptotically expressed as [16] 1==a ln=a, where a is the nanotube radius. Since this potential cannot be scaled for different values of a, positions of image-potential states below the vacuum level are expected to reflect even minor changes in the nanotube diameter. The variety of different MWNT sizes in the investigated sample, therefore, should result in the superposition of image electron energies in the photoelectron spectrum. The corresponding broadening can be seen clearly in Fig. 3(a) .
We expect that electrons in image-potential states will experience the full translational symmetry for a motion parallel to the tube's axis. Consequently, their lifetimes will provide a measure of the coupling to nanotube phonons, holes, and defects. In Fig. 4 , we present the time-domain measurements of the electron dynamics in image-potential states. The pump-probe delay of at least 200 fs is used to minimize the possible photoemission from electronic states created by the time-reversed pair of IR and UV photons. The total electron signal, integrated over the binding energy in the vicinity of the n 1 state, fits the monoexponential decay curve with a time constant of 220 5 fs. The latter is substantially longer than the 40 fs lifetime of the n 1 image state on graphite surface. The resulting elongation of the electronic lifetimes in MWNTs that can be viewed as coaxial tubules of graphene sheets is likely the effect of a combination of factors (localization, geometry, screening, and defects), of which no single one can be identified in the present experiment. However, in a single-electron formalism, the longer lifetimes of nanotube image-potential states were attributed to a weaker coupling of image state wave functions to bulk, resulting from the localization and cylindrical geometry [17] .
In conclusion, we present experimental evidence for the existence of image-potential states in carbon nanotubes. These states provide a novel setting for the investigation of nanotube surface phenomena, including surface reactivity and growth kinetics, structural and optical properties at interfaces, electronic transport in nanotube heterojunctions, and adsorbate reactions. It is expected that similar states can also be created in single walled nanotubes as well as in nanotube bundles, opening new avenues in the investigation of these nanostructures. FIG. 4 . The temporal evolution of the n1;l image-potential state. The minimum pump-probe delay of 200 fs is used to avoid the background photoemission, generated by the timereversed pair of laser pulses (IR followed by UV). The energy scale represents the kinetic energy of photoelectrons emitted from image-potential states by the IR probe-pulse.
